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game﻿focuses﻿on﻿knowledge﻿and﻿mitigation﻿of﻿confirmation bias﻿(CB)﻿and﻿fundamental attribution 
error﻿(FAE).﻿The﻿training﻿effectiveness﻿of﻿the﻿game﻿was﻿compared﻿to﻿a﻿traditional﻿instructional﻿video﻿
explaining﻿FAE﻿and﻿CB,﻿which﻿of﻿course﻿excluded﻿feedback.




















Formative﻿ and﻿ corrective﻿ outcome﻿ feedback﻿ through﻿ suggestions﻿ and﻿guidance﻿ can﻿help﻿modify﻿
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computer﻿mentors﻿appearing﻿ immediately﻿during﻿gameplay﻿ in﻿a﻿box﻿at﻿ the﻿bottom﻿of﻿ the﻿ screen﻿



















conditions,﻿which﻿were﻿ held﻿ constant﻿ across﻿ play﻿ sessions﻿ for﻿ repeat﻿ players.﻿After﻿ the﻿ game﻿or﻿
Figure 1. Feedback
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Three﻿ separate﻿ repeated-measures﻿Analysis﻿ of﻿ variance﻿ (ANOVA)﻿were﻿ conducted﻿ to﻿ test﻿ the﻿
hypotheses.﻿Feedback﻿ (delayed﻿vs.﻿ JIT),﻿Duration﻿ (30-﻿ vs.﻿ 60-minutes),﻿Repetition﻿ (one-shot﻿ vs.﻿
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Figure 2. Experiment 1 results
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their﻿ own﻿knowledge﻿ by﻿ actively﻿ engaging﻿with﻿ one﻿ another,﻿ beyond﻿ simply﻿ having﻿ knowledge﻿
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Confirmation Bias Mitigation Results
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Figure 3. Single-player game vs. multiplayer game
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